Our dear fellow Thinklings,
Does February March?
No, but April May.
"When word of the wondrous heart whispered in
Time’s ear, she gathered her troops and marched
out to see the source of the fuss. . . . On she
marched, the breeze from her passing wearing
down the features of stone façades and carving
grooves into the abused earth. Stone cracked as
she neared, and water evaporated. Flowers sprang
up, withered, and died." - The Land of the Purple
Ring

There's your monthly pun and quote! :) This year really is marching on, and we
can't wait to release the two new books we announced last month!
Coming in August: The Merry Band is the hilarious sequel to Katherine
Vick's The Disposable , which is perfect for fans of Terry Pratchett books and is
hailed as "a fun read for all. The writing is totally immersive and engaging from
the first page. The content is at turns funny and profound" - Darcia Helle,
Amazon top 100 reviewer.
Coming in November: Sand to Glass is a harrowingly beautiful work of literary
fantasy written by Remy Apepp, our newest author. The desert kingdom of
Ordyuk finds itself faced with destruction, endlessly attacked by accursed
beings. The burden falls on four royal siblings to save their kingdom. Their only
choice is to grow into monsters themselves . . . or to shatter like glass.
Life is full of both tragedy and comedy. We hope that yours has much more of
the latter.
Until next month,

Read long and prosper.

Fun with Superlatives
Throwback to March: Check out the
fun superlative blog post that we
wrote about our books and

Monthly Writing Tip
This month, learn about ten things
you can blog about when you're a new
author. The article comes from The
Writing Cooperative.

characters!

Did a friend forward you this email? Wondering who we are and what we're all
about? You can watch this video on our Staff page or YouTube channel for a fun
version of the story.
Thinklings is a women-owned small business courageously battling through the
COVID economy. We won't quit because we strongly believe:
1) Great books never go out of style, and
2) Extremely talented authors deserve to have their books read. Even if their
story "doesn't fit in."

The candle illustration above was drawn by Katie Futterwacken.
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